John Winn's SkyCycle

The Sky's the Limit!

The original thrill show act created and made famous by the Winn's...
The Winn's aerial SkyCycle™ can be seen high above the crowds at outdoor events,
stadiums and indoor arenas. Spellbound crowds and
onlookers gaze towards the sky as they watch the
daring death defying precision stunts and graceful
athletic artistry performed on the Winn's SkyCycle™!
The Winn's SkyCycle™ features a motorcycle balancing
atop a thin steel cable with a trapeze with aerial artists
dangling precariously beneath it.
As the show begins, the motorcycle stunt rider revs his
motorcycle as he races the wire-climbing motorcycle
high up the cable, where aerial artists perform various
gymnastic stunts from the trapeze.
The motorcycle rider completes several death-defying
stunts, including free-standing on top of the
motorcycle. Then, the motorcycle and aerial artist
amaze the crowd by defying gravity and flipping the
bike and trapeze numerous revolutions around the cable.
The show ends with the motorcycle climbing to the very peak of the cable, where,
following the audience's countdown, the motorcycle rider completes and maintains a
perilous mid-air handstand as the bike with rider and aerialist slides gracefully backwards
down the cable to the ground below.
For information and booking contact:

Show Specifications:
Show duration: 5 to 10 minutes
Set up space: 180' +/- horizontal length
by 20' clear width plus view area.
Musically choreographed.
Act can be performed outdoors and
indoors as conditions allow.
SkyCycle is performed with 1 Aerialist. An
optional 2nd Aerialist can be added.

Booking availability and act descriptions are subject to change without notice. Event bookings are scheduled
in advance and your event date may not be available due to scheduling and travel conflicts. It is highly
recommended to book your event as far in advance as possible to assure availability.
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